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Attempto controlled English for knowledge representation
Abstract
Attempto Controlled English (ACE) is a controlled natural language, i.e. a precisely defined  subset of
English that can automatically and unambiguously be translated into  first-order logic. ACE may seem
to be completely natural, but is actually a formal language, concretely it is a first-order logic language
with an English syntax. Thus ACE is human and machine understandable. ACE was originally intended
to specify software, but has since been used as a general knowledge representation language in several
application domains, most recently for the semantic web. ACE is supported by a number of tools,
predominantly by the Attempto Parsing Engine (APE) that translates ACE texts into Discourse
Representation Structures (DRS), a variant of  first-order logic. Other tools include the Attempto
Reasoner RACE, the AceRules system, the ACE View plug-in for the Protégé ontology editor,
AceWiki, and the OWL verbaliser.
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Abstract. Attempto Controlled English (ACE) is a controlled natural
language, i.e. a precisely defined subset of English that can automatically
and unambiguously be translated into first-order logic. ACE may seem
to be completely natural, but is actually a formal language, concretely
it is a first-order logic language with an English syntax. Thus ACE is
human and machine understandable. ACE was originally intended to
specify software, but has since been used as a general knowledge repre-
sentation language in several application domains, most recently for the
semantic web. ACE is supported by a number of tools, predominantly
by the Attempto Parsing Engine (APE) that translates ACE texts into
Discourse Representation Structures (DRS), a variant of first-order logic.
Other tools include the Attempto Reasoner RACE, the AceRules system,
the ACE View plug-in for the Prote´ge´ ontology editor, AceWiki, and the
OWL verbaliser.
1 Introduction
Traditionally human knowledge is presented informally, predominantly in nat-
ural language. Everybody knows and understands natural language that takes
no extra learning effort, is highly expressive, and provides domain-specific words
and phrases. Concerning knowledge representation the disadvantages of natural
language are its ambiguity, vagueness and potential inconsistency. To represent
knowledge in computers people use formal languages. These languages have a
well-defined syntax and an unambiguous semantics, and support formal meth-
ods, specifically reasoning. However, many domain specialists are unfamiliar or
uneasy with formal languages and formal methods. Furthermore, in order to
express domain-specific knowledge in a formal language we need to bridge a
conceptual distance. Thus there exists a conflict between the wish to use natural
languages and the need to use formal languages. Controlled natural languages1
have been proposed as a way to resolve this conflict.
Attempto Controlled English (ACE) is a controlled English, i.e. a precisely
defined, tractable subset of full English that can automatically and unambigu-
ously be translated into first-order logic. ACE seems completely natural, but is
1 http://www.ics.mq.edu.au/∼rolfs/controlled-natural-languages/
actually a formal language defined by a small set of construction and interpre-
tation rules. One could say that ACE is a first-order logic language with the
syntax of a subset of English. As a consequence, ACE is understandable both by
humans and by machines. Most importantly, ACE texts can be read by anybody
who knows English.
Like any formal language ACE has to be learned. Teaching the construc-
tion and interpretation rules takes — according to our experience — about two
days. Of course, getting fluent with ACE takes longer. This process is supported
by ACE tools that provide feedback like paraphrases and reasoning results. To
relieve users of having to learn ACE’s construction rules, we are developing a
predictive editor that guides users in constructing syntactically correct ACE
texts.
The Attempto Parsing Engine (APE) that embodies ACE’s construction and
interpretation rules translates ACE texts unambiguously into discourse repre-
sentation structures (DRS). DRSs are a variant of first-order logic, and can be
easily translated into any formal language equivalent to (a subset of) first-order
logic. For the current version 6 of ACE, we developed an extended form of
discourse representation structures that allows us to express complex linguistic
features, for instance plurals and generalised quantifiers, in first-order logic, and
that furthermore facilitates logical deductions on ACE texts.
As a DRS can get a model-theoretic or a proof-theoretic semantics, we can
assign the same formal semantics, i.e. unique meaning, to the ACE text from
which the DRS was derived. Thus, every ACE sentence is unambiguous, even if
people may perceive the sentence as ambiguous in full English.
ACE is supported by a number of tools, predominantly the Attempto Pars-
ing Engine (APE) already mentioned above. Besides translating an ACE text
into discourse representation structures, APE also offers translations into various
other forms of first-order logic, into OWL, SWRL, and into RuleML. Further-
more, APE can generate ACE paraphrases of DRSs derived from ACE texts.
To support automatic reasoning in ACE, we have developed the Attempto
Reasoner (RACE). RACE can prove that one ACE text is the logical consequence
of another one, and give a justification for the success or the failure of the proof
in ACE.
Recently, ACE has found several applications within the semantic web. There-
fore, we have developed translations of ACE into and from semantic web lan-
guages. Concretely, there are the translations ACE ↔ OWL/SWRL and ACE
→ rules. Also, there are various tools that use these translations: AceWiki (uses
ACE → OWL/SWRL), ACE View (uses ACE ↔ OWL/SWRL), and AceRules
(uses ACE → rules). The tool AceWiki combines controlled natural language
with the ideas and technologies of the semantic web and with the concepts of
wikis. AceWiki also incorporates a predictive editor that enables users to con-
struct syntactically correct ACE sentences from a restricted vocabulary. ACE
View is a plug-in for the ontology editor Prote´ge´. Finally, AceRules is a forward
chaining rule system that offers three different semantics.
Applications of ACE include software and hardware specifications, data base
integrity constraints, agent control, legal and medical regulations, and ontolo-
gies. Furthermore, ACE served as natural language interface to semantic web
languages like OWL, SWRL, RuleML, Protune, R2ML and as query language
for MIT’s Process Handbook.
In the following we give an overview of the language ACE, and then briefly
present the tools Attempto Parsing Engine (APE), Attempto Reasoner (RACE),
ACE View, AceRules, AceWiki, and OWL verbaliser.
2 Overview of ACE
This section is a brief introduction into ACE 6. For a full account please consult
the ACE documentation found at the Attempto website2.
Sections 2.1 to 2.6 describe the syntax of ACE 6, sections 2.8 to 2.10 sum-
marise the handling of ambiguity, and section 2.11 explains anaphoric references.
2.1 Vocabulary
The vocabulary of ACE comprises
– predefined function words (e.g. determiners, conjunctions, prepositions), and
some predefined phrases (there is/are, it is false that, ...)
– content words (nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs)
2.2 Grammar
The grammar of ACE defines and constrains the form and the meaning of ACE
sentences and texts. ACE’s grammar is expressed as a small set of construction
rules3. The meaning of ACE texts is defined by a small set of interpretation
rules4.
2.3 ACE Texts
An ACE text is a sequence of declarative sentences that can be anaphorically
interrelated. Furthermore, ACE supports questions that allow users to interro-
gate the contents of an ACE text, and commands for the interactive control of
agents.






A simple sentence describes that something is the case — a fact, an event, a
state.
A customer inserts 2 cards.
The temperature is -2 ◦C.
At least 3 cards and exactly 2 codes are valid.
Simple ACE sentences have the following general structure:
subject + verb + complements + adjuncts
Every simple sentence has a subject and a verb. Complements (direct and indi-
rect objects) are necessary for transitive verbs (insert something) and ditransitive
verbs (give something to somebody, give somebody something), whereas adjuncts
(adverbs, prepositional phrases) are optional.
All elements of a simple sentence can be elaborated upon to describe the
situation in more detail. To further specify the nouns customer and card of the
first example sentence, we could add adjectives
A trusted customer inserts two valid cards.
possessive nouns and of -prepositional phrases
John’s customer inserts 2 cards of Mary.
or variables as appositions
The customer X inserts 2 cards Y.
Other modifications of nouns are possible through relative sentences
A customer who is new inserts 2 cards that he owns.
We can also detail the insertion event, e.g. by adding an adverb
A customer inserts two cards manually.
or equivalently
A customer manually inserts two cards.
or by adding prepositional phrases, e.g.
A customer inserts two cards into a slot.
We can combine all of these elaborations to arrive at
John’s customer who is new inserts 2 valid cards of Mary manually into
a slot X.
2.5 Composite Sentences
Composite sentences are recursively built from simpler sentences through coor-
dination, subordination, quantification, and negation. Note that ACE composite
sentences overlap with what linguists call compound sentences and complex sen-
tences.
Coordination by and is possible between sentences and between phrases of
the same syntactic type.
A customer inserts a card and the machine checks the code.
There is a customer who inserts a card and who enters a code.
A customer inserts a card and enters a code.
An old and trusted customer enters a card and a code.
Note that the coordination of the noun phrases a card and a code represents a
plural object.
Coordination by or is possible between sentences, relative clauses and verb
phrases.
A customer inserts a card or the machine checks the code.
A customer owns a card that is invalid or that is damaged.
A customer inserts a card or enters a code.
Coordination by and and or is governed by the standard binding order of
logic, i.e. and binds stronger than or. Commas can be used to override the
standard binding order. Thus the sentence
A customer inserts a VisaCard or inserts a MasterCard, and inserts a
code.
means that the customer inserts a VisaCard and a code or, alternatively a Mas-
terCard and a code.
There are three constructs of subordination: if-then sentences, modality, and
sentence subordination.
With the help of if-then sentences we can specify conditional or hypothetical
situations, e.g.
If a card is valid then a customer inserts it.
Note the anaphoric reference via the pronoun it in the then-part to the noun
phrase a card in the if -part.
Modality allows us to express possibility and necessity.
A trusted customer can insert a card.
A trusted customer must insert a card.
It is possible that a trusted customer inserts a card.
It is necessary that a trusted customer inserts a card.
Sentence subordination comes in various forms.
It is true that a customer inserts a card. (= A customer inserts a card.)
It is false that a customer inserts a card.
It is not provable that a customer inserts a card.
A clerk believes that a customer inserts a card.
Quantification allows us to speak about all objects of a certain class (universal
quantification), or to denote explicitly the existence of at least one object of
this class (existential quantification). The textual occurrence of a universal or
existential quantifier opens its scope that extends to the end of the sentence, or
in coordinations to the end of the respective coordinated sentence.
To express that all customers insert cards, we can write
Every customer inserts a card.
Alternatively, with exactly the same meaning
All customers insert a card.
This sentence means that each customer inserts a card that may, or may
not, be the same as the one inserted by another customer. To specify that all
customers insert the same card — however unrealistic that situation seems —
we can write
There is a card that every customer inserts.
or, equivalently
A card is inserted by every customer.
To state that every card is inserted by a customer, we write
Every card is inserted by a customer.
or, somewhat indirectly
For every card there is a customer who inserts it.
Negation allows us to express that something is not the case, e.g.
A customer does not insert a card.
A card is not valid.
To negate something for all objects of a certain class one uses no
No customer inserts more than 2 cards.
or, equivalently, there is no
There is no customer who inserts more than 2 cards.
To negate a complete statement one uses sentence negation
It is false that a customer inserts a card.
2.6 Query Sentences
Query sentences permit us to interrogate the contents of an ACE text, data
bases etc. ACE supports two forms of queries: yes/no-queries and wh-queries.
Note that interrogative sentences need always a question mark at the end.
Yes/no-queries establish the existence or non-existence of a specified situa-
tion. If we specified
A customer inserts a card.
then we can ask
Does a customer insert a card?
to get a positive answer.
With the help of wh-queries, i.e. queries with query words, we can interrogate
a text for details of the specified situation. If we specified
A new customer inserts a valid card manually.
we can ask for each constituent of the sentence with the exception of the verb.
Who inserts a card?
Which customer inserts a card?
What does a customer insert?
How does a customer insert a card?
Queries can also be constructed by a sequence of declarative sentences fol-
lowed by one interrogative sentence. Here is an example.
A customer uses a card that is valid and that is owned by the customer.
The customer has an account that is activated. The card belongs-to the
account. What is the code of the card?
2.7 Commands
ACE also supports commands intended to be used in interactive environments.
Some examples:
John, go to the bank!
John and Mary, wait!
Every dog, bark!
The brother of John, give the book to Mary!
A command always consists of a noun phrase (the addressee), followed by a
comma, followed by an uncoordinated verb phrase. Furthermore, a command
has to end with an exclamation mark.
2.8 Constraining Ambiguity
To constrain the ambiguity of full natural language, ACE employs three simple
means
– some ambiguous constructs are not part of the language; unambiguous al-
ternatives are available in their place
– all remaining ambiguous constructs are interpreted deterministically on the
basis of a small number of interpretation rules
– users can either accept the assigned interpretation — shown for example in
the paraphrase generated by APE — or they must rephrase the input to
obtain another one
2.9 Avoidance of Ambiguity
Here is an example how ACE replaces ambiguous constructs by unambiguous
constructs. In full natural language relative sentences combined with coordina-
tions can introduce ambiguity, e.g.
A customer inserts a card that is valid and opens an account.
In ACE the sentence has the unequivocal meaning that the customer opens an
account. This is reflected by the paraphrase
A card is valid. A customer inserts the card. The customer opens an
account.
To express the alternative — though not very realistic — meaning that the card
opens an account the relative pronoun that must be repeated, thus yielding a
coordination of relative sentences.
A customer inserts a card that is valid and that opens an account.
with the paraphrase
A card is valid. The card opens an account. A customer inserts the card.
2.10 Interpretation Rules
However, not all ambiguities can be safely removed from ACE without rendering
it artificial. To deterministically interpret otherwise syntactically correct ACE
sentences we use a small set of interpretation rules. For example, if we write
The customer inserts a card with a code.
then with a code attaches to the verb inserts, but not to a card. However, this
is probably not what we meant to say. To express that the code is associated
with the card we can employ the interpretation rule that a relative clause always
modifies the immediately preceding noun phrase, and rephrase the input as
A customer inserts a card that carries a code.
yielding the paraphrase
A card carries a code. A customer inserts the card.
or — to specify that the customer inserts a card and a code — as
The customer inserts a card and a code.
Another example. Adverbs can precede or follow the verb. To disambiguate
the sentence
The customer who inserts a card manually enters a code.
where in full English manually could modify insert or enter, we employ the
interpretation rule that the postverbal position has priority. This is exhibited in
the paraphrase
There is a customer. The customer enters a code. The customer inserts
a card manually.
2.11 Anaphoric References
Usually ACE texts consist of more than one sentence, e.g.
A customer enters a card and a code. If a code is valid then SimpleMat
accepts a card. If a code is not valid then SimpleMat rejects a card.
To express that all occurrences of card and code should mean the same card and
the same code, ACE provides anaphoric references via the definite article, i.e.
A customer enters a card and a code. If the code is valid then SimpleMat
accepts the card. If the code is not valid then SimpleMat rejects the card.
During the processing of the ACE text, all anaphoric references are replaced by
the most recent and most specific accessible noun phrase that agrees in gender
and number, yielding the paraphrase
There is a customer X1. The customer X1 enters a card X2 and a code
X3. If the code X3 is valid then SimpleMat accepts the card X2. If it is
false that the code X3 is valid then SimpleMat rejects the card X2.
where the variables X1, X2, and X3 are introduced to clearly show the anaphoric
references.
What does “most recent and most specific” mean? Given the sentence
A customer enters a red card and a blue card.
then
The card is correct.
refers to the second card, since it is “most recent” reference to a card, while
The red card is correct.
refers to the first card, since it is “most recent” reference to a red card.
What does “accessible” mean? In accordance with standard English, noun
phrases introduced in if-then sentences, universally quantified sentences, nega-
tions, modality, and subordinated sentences, and noun phrase preceded by the
generalised quantifiers less than and at most cannot be used anaphorically in
subsequent sentences. Thus for each of the sentences
If a customer owns a card then he enters it.
Every customer enters a card.
A customer does not enter a card.
A customer can enter a card.
A clerk believes that a customer enters a card.
A customer enters less than 2 cards.
A customer enters at most 2 cards.
we cannot refer to a card, less than 2 cards or at most 2 cards with, for instance
The card is correct.
Anaphoric references are also possible via personal pronouns
A customer enters a card and a code. If it is valid then SimpleMat accepts
the card. If it is not valid then SimpleMat rejects the card.
or via variables
A customer enters a card X and a code Y. If Y is valid then SimpleMat
accepts X. If Y is not valid then SimpleMat rejects X.
Anaphoric references via definite articles and variables can be combined.
A customer enters a card X and a code Y. If the code X is valid then
SimpleMat accepts the card X. If the code Y is not valid then SimpleMat
rejects the card X.
Note that proper names like SimpleMat always refer to the same object.
2.12 Other Controlled Natural Languages
Traditionally, controlled natural languages fall into two major types: those that
improve readability for human readers, and those that enable reliable automatic
semantic analysis of the language. The first type of languages, for example ASD
Simplified Technical English5, Caterpillar Technical English, IBM’s Easy En-
glish, are used in the industry to increase the quality of technical documentation.
5 http://www.asd-ste100.org
The second type of languages have a formal logical basis, i.e. they have a formal
syntax and semantics, and can be mapped to an existing formal language, such
as first-order logic. Thus, languages of the second type can be used for knowledge
representation and reasoning.
Since ACE falls into the second type we will focus here only on other lan-
guages of the second type. Expressive and recently developed versions of con-
trolled English include PENG [24,23,27,28], Common Logic Controlled English
[29], Boeing’s Computer Processable Language [1], and E2V [21]. For an ex-
haustive list of controlled natural languages see footnote 1 and [20] that lists 32
languages altogether.
Rolf Schwitter’s PENG6 branched out from the research done on ACE. There-
fore the designs of the two languages are quite similar. In recent years, more fea-
tures have been added to ACE, making it both syntactically and semantically
more expressive than PENG. Research on PENG, on the other hand, stresses
the need for syntax-aware editing tools for controlled natural languages, and has
focused on the development of ECOLE [26], a predictive text editor that guides
the user in constructing only syntactically acceptable PENG sentences. A simi-
lar predictive editor is being developed in the AceWiki system (see section 3.5)
for a subset of ACE.
Another ACE-like controlled English is John Sowa’s CLCE [29,30], which
has been designed as a “human interface” to the ISO standard Common Logic7.
However, there is only a partial specification of CLCE available, and a parser
for CLCE has not yet been published.
CPL [1] is a controlled English developed at Boeing, and used experimen-
tally for various purposes, e.g. to rephrase texts on chemistry. CPL is closer to
everyday English than ACE, PENG, or CLCE, in the sense that it uses fewer
strict rules and its interpreter is expected to “smartly” resolve various ambigui-
ties. The interpreter also handles nominalizations, and guesses the word senses
of nouns and verbs with the help of the WordNet8 lexicon. Errors are handled
by sophisticated error resolution. The result of parsing is a logical formula in a
frame-based knowledge representation language Knowledge Machine [2] on which
a reasoner can be applied.
E2V [21] is a fragment of English that corresponds to the decidable two-
variable fragment of first-order logic (L2). Syntactically, E2V is a subset of ACE.
However, its treatment of pronominal references is different — pronouns always
refer to the closest noun in the syntax tree, and not to the closest noun in the
surface order of words. This makes a difference if the preceding noun phrase con-
tains a relative clause. This different treatment seems to be mainly motivated by
better reasoning properties. In general, E2V, as well as its extensions have been
developed to study the computational properties of certain linguistic structures.
The intention of the authors has not been to develop a real-world knowledge




of the language. Instead, only language features that introduce interesting com-
putational problems have been added.
2.13 Decidablility of ACE
ACE texts are translated into a subset of first-order logic. Since first-order logic
is not decidable the question arises whether ACE is decidable.
To answer this question, we rely on results of Ian Pratt-Hartmann and Allan
Third (see [22]) who investigated the decidability of various fragments of English.
In their paper, Pratt-Hartmann & Third use the following abbreviations to
describe English constructs: Cop (singular, existentially/universally quantified
nouns, predicative adjectives, copula with and without negation), Rel (relative
clauses), TV (transitive verbs without and with negation), DTV (ditransitive
verbs without and with negation), RA (reflexive and non-reflexive pronouns as
anaphors, resolution of anaphors to closest antecedent noun phrase in phrase
structure), GA (reflexive and non-reflexive pronouns as anaphors, resolution of
anaphors by coindexing pronouns and antecedent noun phrases).
From the results of Pratt-Hartmann & Third it follows that ACE is not
decidable since it is a superset of the fragment Cop + Rel + TV + GA that
Pratt-Hartmann & Third proved to be undecidable.
However, Pratt-Hartmann & Third identified 4 decidable fragments that are
also fragments of ACE, namely
– Cop + TV + DTV
– Cop + Rel
– Cop + Rel + TV
– Cop + Rel + TV + DTV
As [14] shows, there is one further decidable ACE fragment that differs from
the ones identified by Pratt-Hartmann & Third. This ACE fragment can be
translated into OWL 2 and vice versa (see section 3.3). Since OWL 2 is decidable,
the respective ACE fragment is also decidable.
Interestingly, none of these decidable ACE fragments contains adverbs or
prepositional phrases. Thus verbs cannot be readily modified.
The so-called AE subset of first order logic — that consists of formulas with-
out functions symbols and with no universal quantifier occurring in the scope of
an existential one — is decidable [5]. This means that any ACE sentence that can
be mapped to an AE formula is also decidable. This defines a further decidable
fragment of ACE that consists of simple sentences and if-then sentences with
rather intricate restrictions on the use of negation and universal quantification.
As can be seen, each of the decidable fragments of ACE introduces some
restrictions on the syntactic structures that can be used. It depends on the
respective application whether or not this limitation of expressivity matters,
and also on the willingness of the users to cope with syntactic restrictions. To
relieve users of these considerations, the ACE reasoner RACE (see section 3.2)
accepts all of ACE — of course with the exception of negation as failure that
is outside of first-order logic — and controls undecidability by introducing a
time-out.
3 ACE Tools
3.1 Attempto Parsing Engine APE
The Attempto Parsing Engine (APE) implements the ACE construction and in-
terpretation rules in Prolog as a Definite Clause Grammar enhanced with feature
structures. APE uses a built-in lexicon of function words and a basic lexicon of
content words with approximately 100’000 entries. Users can import additional,
e.g. domain specific, content word lexicons. Words found in user-imported lex-
icons take precedence over the same words found in the basic lexicon. Alterna-
tively, users can let the ACE parser guess unknown words, or users can prefix
unknown words by their word-class, for instance n:kitkat, p:Thomas, v:google,
a:trusted, a:undeviatingly.
APE is available as open source under the LGPL license. Alternatively, users
can access APE via a web service9 or via a web client10 that provides a graphical
front-end to the web service.
APE takes an ACE text and optionally a user lexicon as input, and can
generate a large number of various outputs: the tokens of the input text, various
representations of the syntax tree of the input text, several representations of
the DRS of the input text, different paraphrases of the input text derived from
its DRS, several first-order representations of the DRS, and two syntaxes of
OWL/SWRL derived from the DRS.
If parsing fails, APE generates warning and error messages that identify the
cause and the approximate location of the problems encountered, and suggest
remedies for the problems. An ACE text can be erroneous because the input
contained an unknown word, the input violated the ACE syntax rules, and fi-
nally, the input was syntactically correct but anaphoric references could not be
resolved.
APE is sufficiently fast and parses approximately 100 ACE sentences per
second.
Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the APE web client translating a simple text
into a DRS.
3.2 ACE Reasoner RACE
The Attempto Reasoner RACE proves that one ACE text — the theorems — is
the logical consequence of another one — the axioms — and gives a justification
for the proof in ACE. Variations of the basic deduction mode permit query
answering and consistency checking.
9 http://attempto.ifi.uzh.ch/site/docs/ape webservice.html
10 http://attempto.ifi.uzh.ch/ape/
Fig. 1. Screenshot of the APE web client translating a simple ACE text into a
DRS.
RACE is implemented in Prolog. The implementation is based on the model
generator Satchmo [18] that tries to find a minimal model of a set of range-
restricted clauses. Satchmo had to be extended in various ways to fulfil the
requirements of RACE.
Since RACE’s input is given in ACE, axioms and theorems are translated
by APE into discourse representation structures that are then further translated
into Satchmo clauses. To generate output in ACE, RACE keeps track of which
axioms are needed to prove the theorems, and reports these axioms as result of
the proof.
Satchmo stops once it found that a set of clauses is unsatisfiable. RACE,
however, finds all proofs, i.e. all possibilities in which subsets of a set of ACE
axioms combined with the negation of a set of ACE theorems is unsatisfiable.
Some proofs require domain-independent linguistic and mathematical knowl-
edge that cannot be expressed in ACE, for instance the relation between plurals
and singulars or the ordering of natural numbers. To express this knowledge
RACE uses auxiliary first-order and Prolog axioms.
Users can access RACE via its web service11 or via a web client12 that pro-
vides a graphical front-end to the web service.
11 http://attempto.ifi.uzh.ch/site/docs/race webservice.html
12 http://attempto.ifi.uzh.ch/race/
RACE offers three deduction modes: consistency checking, proving and query
answering. All three modes can be controlled by parameters that allow various
deductions from collective plurals, enable RACE to check for additional proofs
once the first proof was found, and allow users to display auxiliary axioms used
in a deduction.
Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the RACE web client proving an ACE theorem
from ACE axioms using auxiliary axioms.
Fig. 2. Screenshot of the RACE web client proving an ACE theorem from ACE
axioms using auxiliary axioms.
RACE applies several means to perform deductions efficiently. Basically,
RACE executes its clauses by forward chaining. The worst-case complexity of
forward chaining is O(N2) where N is the number of clauses. Thus an impor-
tant goal is to reduce the number of clauses that participate in forward chaining.
This number was already enormously reduced by simplifications that we intro-
duced in the DRS language. The number of clauses is further reduced by clause
compaction, i.e. by a more complex clause form that combines several clauses
into one clause. Furthermore, RACE executes rules derived from facts — i.e.
rules with the body “true” — only once. Another speed-up is achieved by intel-
ligently selecting the rules that participate in any forward chaining step. Further
efficiency is gained by complement splitting of disjunctions — an effective way
to prune the search space. Finally, even more efficiency is achieved by expressing
auxiliary axioms in Prolog instead of in first-order logic.
3.3 ACE View Prote´ge´ Plug-In
ACE View is a novel ontology and rule editor. The goal of ACE View is to
simplify the exploration and editing of expressive and syntactically complex
OWL 2 [19] ontologies and SWRL [13] rulesets by basing the user interface
on ACE. This makes ACE View radically different from current OWL/SWRL
editors which are based on standard graphical user interface widgets and formal
logic syntaxes, and which are often seen as too complicated and misleading for
domain experts with no background in formal methods. ACE View integrates
two mappings, ACE→OWL/SWRL and OWL→ACE (both discussed in detail
in [14]), and is implemented as a plug-in for the widely-used Prote´ge´ OWL editor
[12].
Fig. 3. ACE View offers a controlled English front-end to ontology and rule
editing and viewing. The “entailments view” (shown on the screenshot) lists
sentences that follow from the entered ACE text. Each of such entailments can
be explained by listing a smaller fragment of the text that causes the entailment.
The screenshot shows the explanation of why “Nothing is a mad-cow.”
Current OWL editors/viewers (e.g. Prote´ge´13, OwlSight14, TopBraid Com-
poser15) attempt to hide the complexity resulting from the various ontology,
rule, and query formalisms by offering a graphical front-end based on forms,
trees, wizards, etc. to enable the entering and viewing of ontologies. This is ef-
fective for simple structures like class and property assertions, and the subclass
hierarchy between named classes. However, for complex structures like negation,
property restrictions, general class inclusion axioms, and SWRL rules, visual
methods fail and the tools fall back to one of the native syntaxes of OWL (e.g.
Manchester OWL Syntax is used to present OWL class expressions). Thus, in
general, current tools fail to hide the complexities of OWL. [4] compared Top-
Braid Composer and Prote´ge´ and found several problems that both novices and
experts encountered.
An alternative and less explored approach is to base ontology editing on
the use of controlled natural language (CNL) [14,3,10]. Several studies have
shown that controlled English can offer an improvement in usability over existing
approaches for domain experts viewing and editing OWL statements [16,25,6].
However, ontology editors offering CNL editing as their main component are still
in their infancy and their possible architecture has not been agreed upon.
ACE View offers one unified syntax for OWL axioms, SWRL rules and DL
queries — axioms and rules are hidden behind English declarative sentences and
queries behind English interrogative sentences. ACE View is implemented as
an extension to the popular ontology editor Prote´ge´. This greatly simplifies the
implementation of our approach as we can leverage the integrated OWL API [11],
reasoners, rule and query support that Prote´ge´ provides and just concentrate on
providing the CNL front-end to these tools. Also, we can easily fall back to
the Prote´ge´ solutions for e.g. annotation editing, etc. that we do not intend to
express in ACE. Being based on Prote´ge´ also simplifies the evaluation of our
approach, e.g. one sensible way to evaluate ACE View is to let people complete
an ontology engineering task and observe for how much of it they want to fall
back to Prote´ge´.
3.4 AceRules
AceRules [15] is a multi-semantics rule system prototype using ACE as input
and output language. AceRules is designed for forward-chaining interpreters that
calculate the complete answer set. The general approach of AceRules, however,
could easily be adopted for backward-chaining interpreters. Figure 4 shows a
screenshot of the AceRules interface. The upper text box is the input component
and contains the program to be executed. The result of the program is then
displayed in the text box below.
At the moment, AceRules incorporates three different semantics: courteous




Fig. 4. Screenshot of the AceRules web interface showing an exemplary program
(i.e. rule set) and the answer that is inferred from it.
[8]. Depending on the semantics, AceRules supports negation as failure, strong
negation, labelled rules, and priorities between rules. Furthermore, it has an
internal grouping mechanism that transforms certain logical statements that do
not have a rule structure into valid rules.
3.5 AceWiki
The goal of AceWiki [17] is to show that semantic wikis can be more natural
and at the same time more expressive than existing semantic wikis.
Naturalness is achieved by representing the formal statements in ACE. In
order to enable easy creation of ACE sentences, AceWiki provides a predictive
editor that shows step-by-step the words and phrases that are syntactically pos-
sible at a given position in the sentence. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of the
AceWiki interface.
AceWiki makes use of the high expressivity of ACE that goes beyond OWL
and SWRL. AceWiki integrates the OWL reasoner Pellet16 which considers only
16 http://pellet.owldl.com
Fig. 5. Screenshot of the web interface of the AceWiki prototype showing an
article about continents.
the sentences that are OWL-compliant. The reasoner is used to ensure that the
ontology is always consistent and it calculates the class memberships and class
hierarchies which are then displayed in ACE again. Furthermore, the reasoner
is used to answer questions formulated in ACE.
We conducted a user experiment [16] that proved that ordinary people with
no background in logic are able to deal with AceWiki. The participants — with-
out being instructed how to interact with the interface — were asked to add
knowledge to AceWiki. About 80% of the created sentences were correct and
sensible. This is remarkable since most of the sentences were quite complex:
more than 60% of them contained an implication or a negation or both. Using
the predictive editor which the participants had never seen before, they needed
on average only five minutes to create their first correct sentence.
3.6 OWL Verbaliser
The OWL verbaliser performs a mapping of the logical content of an OWL
ontology into ACE. The OWL verbaliser accepts an OWL ontology in OWL 2
XML serialization as input and produces a plain ACE text as output. The OWL
verbaliser is implemented in SWI-Prolog.
The verbalisation of an OWL axiom is done in three steps, two of which per-
form a set of semantics preserving transformations on the axiom and the third
maps the resulting structure directly to ACE. First, the axiom is rewritten into
a different form which is either one of SubClassOf, SubPropertyOf, DisjointProp-
erties. This step removes a lot of syntactic sugar (such as axioms dedicated to
expressing domains and ranges). Secondly, the structure of SubClassOf -axioms is
slightly changed, e.g. elements in coordination (IntersectionOf, UnionOf ) are re-
ordered to bring structurally simpler elements to the front. Also, ComplementOf
is removed from a class description in case it directly embeds (or is directly em-
bedded in) a property restriction. Third, the modified axiom is directly mapped
to ACE via a simple Definite Clause Grammar. The purpose of the first two steps
is to improve the readability of the eventual ACE representation. The following
example demonstrates how an axiom in OWL is via a sequence of transforma-
tions translated into a sentence in ACE.
1. ClassAssertion( Sarkozy AllValuesFrom( is-president-of ComplementOf( OneOf(
USA ))))
2. SubClassOf( OneOf( Sarkozy ) AllValuesFrom( is-president-of ComplementOf(
OneOf( USA ))))
3. SubClassOf( OneOf( Sarkozy ) ComplementOf( SomeValuesFrom( is-president-
of OneOf( USA ))))
4. It is false that Sarkozy is-president-of USA.
4 Conclusions
Attempto Controlled English (ACE) is a language with a dual face — because
of its natural language heritage humans can read it easily and because of its
logical foundations machines can process it in various ways. The attributes of
ACE — specifically its ability to express relations, rules, commands and queries
in one and the same language — make it a prime candidate for knowledge
representation in almost any application domain including the semantic web.
The flexibility and power of ACE becomes apparent when used in tools like
APE, RACE, ACE View, AceRules, AceWiki, and OWL verbaliser.
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